
FRONT OF HOUSE

› Sector
Hospitality

› Client
Grove Developments

› Contract Value
Project managed 
£7.2 million of works

› Contract Duration
26 weeks

O2 Intercontinental Hotel

OUR BRIEF
On behalf of Grove Developments, Bayanix won
full design delivery for the construction division
of the Arora Group in London’s bustling
Greenwich Peninsula.

The project required design, planning and
conceptual drawings, and an exceptionally
tasteful and durable finish.

Due to pressing time constraints, a fast-track
programme is sought for the front of house fit
out. Material specification and selection must
meet the budget and deadline.

THE SOLUTION
The Bayanix team tailored a bespoke plan to
meet the deadline and needs of Intercontinental
Hotel Group.

We mobilised our design team and scheduled
priority manufacturing to fast-track completion of
the front of house fit out and fulfil the
specification and selection criteria.

A full design development was implemented for
all hotel and apartment areas, including an
elegant 18th floor Sky Bar and the stunning
Arora Ballroom.



O2 Intercontinental Hotel
› The Design

› Main reception.
› Spa, Pool, Gym and changing areas.
› Patisserie Lounge.
› 2No. Restaurants (all day dining and fine dining).
› 4No. Bars including Clipper Bar, Pre-Function

Bars and the level 18 Sky Bar.
› Washrooms and Lift Lobbies.
› Conference and Meeting Rooms.
› Club Lounge Suite.
› O2 VIP Link Corridor.
› Level 17 Presidential Suite.
› Apartment Building Link Corridor, Apartment

Reception and Residents Lobby.



O2 Intercontinental Hotel
› Key Considerations

› Full design development and set-out relative to site
conditions.

› Material specification/selection in accordance with agreed
budgets –observing the quality of materials and surface
finish.

› Fast-track programme for multiple stakeholders (Grove
Developments, Arora Group, Intercontinental Hotel Group)
successfully completed in line with deadline and objectives.

› Full coordination of base build and MEP service, with
consideration to installation sequence and construction
activities.

› Bayanix supply chain affords greater quality and speed of
service.

› Additional post-construction support provides flexible end-
user requirements and operational management strategies.

“As the gallery photographs 
exhibit, The O2 

Intercontinental has 
undergone a very stunning 

and successful 
transformation that will 

delight our clients, guests 
and visitors from around the 

world. 

Bayanix exceeded our 
expectations and will be 

used again in the future…”

THE RESULTS
Bayanix refurbished The O2
Intercontinental satisfying all
stakeholders and business objectives.

In line with London’s stunning skyline,
we created a timeless, chic interior
throughout and guided the project to a
seamless and timely finish.
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